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Resonant enhancement of the harmonic-generation spectrum of beryllium
J. M. Ngoko Djiokap and Anthony F. Starace
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0299, USA
(Received 18 September 2013; published 15 November 2013)
The high-order harmonic-generation (HHG) spectrum of Be is investigated in the multiphoton regime
by solving the full-dimensional, two-active-electron, time-dependent Schrödinger equation in an intense
(≈1013 W/cm2 ), 30-cycle laser field. As the laser frequency ωL varies from 1.7 to 1.8 eV (which is in the
tunable range of a Ti:sapphire laser), the seventh harmonic becomes resonant sequentially with the transition
between the ground state and two doubly excited autoionizing states, 2p4s(1P ) (at ωL = 1.734 eV) and 2p5s(1P )
(at ωL = 1.785 eV), while the third harmonic becomes resonant with the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited state (at
ωL = 1.766 eV). At each of these resonant frequencies, the HHG power spectrum is found to increase by an
order of magnitude over a range of harmonics that form a plateau, extending from the resonant harmonic up to
a cutoff at the 25th harmonic. In contrast to the well-known rescattering plateau cutoff law appropriate in the
tunneling regime (which predicts a cutoff at the fifth or seventh harmonic), the multiphoton regime plateau we find
for Be originates from atomic resonance effects. Off resonance, the Be HHG spectrum decreases monotonically
with harmonic order. By taking the ratio of the integrated harmonic power of the seventh harmonic to that of the
fifth harmonic, one can isolate the resonant effects of the two doubly excited states in the HHG spectrum from
those of singly excited resonance states. These ratios exhibit resonance profiles for driving laser-pulse durations
much longer than the lifetimes of these autoionizing states. The energy widths of these resonance features are
comparable to the widths of the laser pulse and are much smaller than the autoionizing state widths. These
results demonstrate an important role for electron correlations in enhancing harmonic-generation rates in the
multiphoton regime.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.88.053412

PACS number(s): 32.80.Rm, 42.65.Ky, 32.80.Zb

I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of multielectron correlations on nonlinear processes are of great interest in strong-field physics for obtaining
a deeper understanding of laser-matter interactions [1]. Since
its discovery in the late 1980s [2,3], high-order harmonic
generation (HHG) has been among the most intensively
investigated laser-driven nonlinear processes in strong-field
physics. In large part, this high interest is due to its many
important applications, such as in producing attosecond light
pulses [4–12], in producing coherent soft x rays with energies
in the water window region and beyond [13–16], and in
determining atomic and molecular properties and structures
[17–23]. For two decades the “three-step” scenario [24–26]
has served a crucial role in understanding and planning HHG
experiments. In this scenario, in the first step a single active
electron in an atom or molecule is ionized by an intense laser
field by tunneling; in the second step, the active electron is
driven away from and then (when the laser field changes
sign) back to its parent ion; in the third step, the electron
may then recombine (when the laser field is changing sign)
with its parent ion by emitting a harmonic photon. This
simple model has led to the ad hoc assumption that the HHG
spectrum of an atom or molecule should be proportional to the
field-free photoionization cross section of the atom or molecule
(which is simply related to the photorecombination cross
section by the principle of detailed balance [27]). This close
connection between an atom or molecule’s HHG spectrum
and its field-free photoionization cross section has been
well-demonstrated numerically by the so-called quantitative
rescattering (QRS) theory of Lin and collaborators [18–20].
Recently, an analytical derivation of this close connection
was obtained for a simple model system [28,29]. Specifically,
1050-2947/2013/88(5)/053412(15)

a closed-form analytic expression of the HHG rate for a
single-electron model system was shown to be factorizable
in terms of three factors, with each corresponding to one of
the steps of the three-step scenario. The factors corresponding
to the tunnel ionization and the photorecombination steps, of
course, are dependent on the particular parameters of the target
system, while the factor corresponding to the second step was
shown to depend only on laser field parameters.
These numerical [18–20] and analytical [28,29] demonstrations of the proportionality of HHG rates to field-free
photoionization cross sections provide a means to include
many-electron correlation effects on HHG rates: one can employ accurate photoionization cross-section data (either calculated numerically with inclusion of many-electron correlations
or taken from experiment) when calculating HHG rates. This
is the basis of the QRS theory for molecular HHG [18–20]. A
dramatic example for atoms was the prediction that the HHG
rates for the Xe atom from its valence 5p subshell would
be strongly influenced (through interchannel many-electron
correlations) by the well-known giant dipole resonance in the
4d-subshell photoionization cross section of Xe [30]. This
prediction was subsequently confirmed experimentally [31].
Similarly, strong resonances in experimental HHG spectra of
the Cr+ and Mn+ transition-metal ions [32,33] were shown
theoretically to originate from well-known intense 3p → 3d
inner-shell transitions in the photoionization cross sections of
those ions [34].
The ab initio calculation of HHG rates with inclusion of
many-electron correlations is at present not possible in the
tunneling regime for which the above-described three-step
scenario is applicable. The tunneling regime is usually
 defined
by a Keldysh parameter [35] γ < 1, where γ ≡ I0 /2Up , I0
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is the binding energy of the atom, and Up is the ponderomotive
potential energy of the active electron in the driving laser field.
In atomic units, Up ≡ (E0 /2ωL )2 , where E0 is the amplitude
and ωL is the frequency of the laser field. Thus the tunneling
regime corresponds to a large ponderomotive potential, i.e.,
to intense laser field strengths and/or small laser frequencies.
These parameters cause difficulty for ab initio calculations
involving many-electron correlations: intense laser fields lead
to large electron excursions in coordinate space, while small
laser frequencies imply absorption and/or emission of many
photons, requiring the inclusion of a large number of orbital
angular momenta. For this reason, ab initio calculations for
many-electron atoms interacting with laser fields have in
general been carried out in the multiphoton regime, defined
by a Keldysh parameter γ > 1, i.e., for large laser frequencies
and small field amplitudes.
Relatively few ab initio calculations of HHG spectra of
atoms with inclusion of many-electron correlations have been
reported. These investigations have focused primarily on the
HHG spectrum of the He atom [36–39], although recently
HHG results have been reported also for the Ar+ ion [40,41].
Various theoretical formulations have been employed: Guan
et al. [36] use a time-dependent generalized pseudospectral
approach in hyperspherical coordinates; Gilary et al. [37] use a
Floquet-type formulation; we have solved the time-dependent,
two-electron Schrödinger equation by means of an eigenstate
expansion within a finite radial box [38] (see also Refs. [42,
43]); and Brown et al. [39–41] employ a time-dependent Rmatrix approach. In all cases the HHG spectra are calculated
in the multiphoton regime for laser wavelengths (respectively,
photon energies) from 185 nm (6.7 eV) to 390 nm (3.2 eV)
and intensities of the order of 1014 W/cm2 .
Since calculations of HHG spectra are typically carried out
for a fixed driving laser frequency (because that is the way
experimental measurements are carried out), the discovery
of resonance effects in HHG spectra is often accidental,
especially since the exact energy location of target bound
or autoionizing states in an intense laser field is not known.
Nevertheless, in carrying out an ab initio calculation for
a KrF laser wavelength of 248.6 nm and a driving laser
intensity of 1014 W/cm2 , Guan et al. [36] found effects of
a group of doubly excited states located below 65 eV in the
HHG spectrum of He. In our prior work [38], we focused
specifically on determining the effect of the well-isolated
2s2p(1P ) autoionizing state (located ≈60 eV above the ground
state) on the He HHG spectrum. In order to ensure that
resonant transitions to this state in the driving laser field
would occur, we carried out our calculations for a range of
photon energies from 4.4 eV to 6.6 eV and found resonant
enhancement of the HHG rates for the 13th, 11th, and ninth
harmonics [38]. Recently, Brown et al. [40] investigated the
influence of the Ar autoionizing states 3s3p6 n on the fifth
harmonic for driving laser fields with wavelengths in the range
of 200–240 nm. They demonstrated asymmetric harmonic line
shapes (as a function of laser wavelength) in the vicinity of
these autoionizing states. As far as we are aware, however, the
influence of resonant doubly excited states on the entire HHG
spectrum of a particular target atom has not been investigated.
Moreover, none of the above-cited ab initio calculations have
been carried out for the Ti:sapphire laser field that is the

most commonly used one in experiments. Finally, the only
experiment of which we are aware that shows evidence of a
doubly excited state on an HHG spectrum is that of Gilbertson
et al. [44] by means of the double optical gating (DOG)
technique. They found a prominent feature near ≈60 eV
in the harmonic supercontinuum spectrum of He that was
attributed to the 2s2p(1P ) autoionizing state. However, the
driving laser parameters in that experiment [44] were in the
tunneling regime (specifically, they employed a photon energy
ω = 1.55 eV and an intensity I = 1015 W/cm2 ), which for
the reasons given above are at present a difficult regime for ab
initio theoretical calculations that incorporate many-electron
correlations.
In this paper we present numerical results for the HHG
spectrum of beryllium (Be), which we treat as a two-activeelectron system. Compared to He, the Be atom is advantageous
because its singly and doubly excited field-free energy spectra
lie much closer to its ground state. Hence only a few photons
(with frequencies near those of the tunable Ti:sapphire laser)
are required to reach its doubly excited levels from the
ground state. Moreover, its excited states do not have the
degeneracies typical of the He atom. Therefore, Be appears
to be an excellent testbed for numerical calculations that
account for two-electron correlations rigorously for laser
frequencies commonly available experimentally. We note
that for the lowest-order process involving the interaction
of the Be atom with light, i.e., atomic photoionization, Be
has for many decades been investigated using a variety of
accurate theoretical approaches [45–54]. There have also been
a number of accurate experimental measurements showing
the strong influence of autoionizing state resonances on its
photoionization cross section [55–59]. Recently, a theoretical
pump-probe investigation of the decay of these autoionizing
resonances has been carried out [60]. Also, a correlated
proof-of-principle calculation of HHG for a one-dimensional
(1D) model Be atom has been presented [61]. However,
for high-order, nonperturbative interactions with light, there
have not been (as far as we are aware) any 3D theoretical
calculations including effects of electron correlations. The
only experimental HHG measurements, moreover, concerned
Be plasma plumes, which comprised singly and doubly ionized
Be ions and not the neutral atom [62].
The goal of this paper is to investigate the influence of two
broad autoionizing resonances, 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ), on
the HHG spectrum of Be by solving in its full dimensionality
the two-active-electron, time-dependent Schrödinger equation
(TDSE) with inclusion of electron correlations. We note that
the lifetimes of these two resonances (respectively, 3.78 fs and
8.55 fs) are about five and two times shorter than the 17.7 fs
lifetime of the He 2s2p(1P ) doubly excited state investigated
in Ref. [38]. In Sec. II we describe briefly our theoretical
formulation and numerical approach for describing the fieldfree atomic structure of the Be atom and for calculating the
HHG spectrum. In Sec. III, we present our numerical results
and analyses for the HHG spectrum of Be, with an emphasis
on the role of resonant doubly excited autoionizing states.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we briefly summarize our results and draw
some conclusions. We employ atomic units (a.u.), i.e., e =
h̄ = m = 1,c = 1/α, throughout this paper unless otherwise
stated.
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II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
AND NUMERICAL APPROACH

In this section, we present our theoretical formulation
and numerical approach for obtaining the field-free atomic
structure and the harmonic-generation spectrum of Be. Our
numerical methods are similar to those employed to treat
the effect of the 2s2p(1P ) doubly excited state on the HHG
spectrum of He [38] and laser detachment of the lithium
negative ion [42,43], modified appropriately, of course, to
describe the Be atom.
A. Calculation of Be field-free atomic structure

We treat Be as a two-active-electron system with each of the
valence-shell electrons assumed to move in a potential V (r)
describing the Be2+ core. We adopt the following form of the
potential V (r):
1
V (r) = − [(Z − Zc ) + Zc (1 + βr)e−2βr ]
r
αc 
3 2
− 4 1 − e−(r/rc ) ,
2r

(1)

where Z = 4 denotes the nuclear charge, Zc = 2 denotes the
number of electrons in the Be2+ core, αc is the polarizability for
the Be2+ core (where we use the value αc = 0.051 82 given
in Ref. [63]), and the values of the exponential parameters
β = 2.333 710 and rc = 0.4 are taken respectively from
Refs. [64] and [54] in which they are determined by optimizing
fits to experimental energy-level data for the Be+ ion. We note
that the potential V (r) in Eq. (1) has the correct Coulombic
forms at the radial boundaries: V (r) → −Z/r as r → 0 and
V (r) → −(Z − Zc )/r as r → ∞. The Schrödinger equation
describing the radial wave function Rnl (r) of the valence
electron in the Be+ ion (having orbital angular momentum
l, radial quantum number n, and energy nl ) is


1 d2
l(l + 1)
−
+
+ V (r) Rnl (r) = nl Rnl (r).
(2)
2 dr 2
2r 2
The radial wave functions Rnl (r) are evaluated on a mesh
having 2500 points (for both nl  0 and nl > 0) by solving
Eq. (2) in a radial box of size r ≡ r0 = 75 a.u., with the
following boundary conditions [38,42,43]: Rnl (r0 ) = 0. To
solve Eq. (2), we transform the latter second-order differential
equation into a set of two coupled first-order differential equations, which are solved by combining a Runge-Kutta method of
order 4 with the Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector method.
The Runge-Kutta method is used for the solution at smaller
radial distances, where the short-range character of V (r) is
dominant. At larger distances the predictor-corrector method is
used. Results for the field-free energy spectrum of the Be+ ion
are given in Table I. One sees that there is good agreement with
the theoretical results of Refs. [54,64] and the experimental
results of Ref. [65].
The bound and continuum one-electron orbitals Rnl
obtained serve as a complete basis (except for truncation) for
the two-electron wave function
 
nl1 ,l,n2 ,LM AFnl1 ,l,n2 ,LM (r1 ,r2 ), (3)
(r1 ,r2 ) =

1 2
1 2
LM l1 ,l2 n1 ,n2

TABLE I. Energies of the 1s 2 nl states of Be+ : (a) nl (a.u.),
relative to the ionization threshold of the Be+ ion, and (b) eg (nl) ≡
nl − Eg (eV), the excitation energy relative to the ground-state
energy Eg of the Be atom (see Table II).
(a) nl (a.u.)

(b) eg (nl) (eV)

nl

This work

Ref. [64]

Ref. [65]

This work Ref. [54]

2s
3s
4s
5s

−0.670 116
−0.267 869
−0.143 449
−0.089 221

−0.669 248
−0.267 685
−0.143 381
−0.089 196

−0.669 246
−0.267 233
−0.143 153
−0.089 065

9.2951
20.241
23.626
25.102

9.2959
20.2305

2p
3p
4p
5p

−0.524 613
−0.230 074
−0.128 372
−0.081 738

−0.523 718
−0.229 798
−0.128 255
−0.081 687

−0.523 768
−0.229 582
−0.128 134
−0.081 610

13.254
21.269
24.037
25.306

13.2543
21.2688

3d
4d
5d

−0.222 407 −0.222 404 −0.222 478
−0.125 106 −0.125 103 −0.125 124
−0.080 061 −0.080 018 −0.080 067

21.478
24.126
25.351

21.4569

where r1 and r2 are the coordinates of the two electrons and
nl1 ,l,n2 ,LM is the expansion coefficient of the two-electron basis

1 2
state,
Fnl11,l,n22,LM (r1 ,r2 ) =

Rn1 ,l1 (r1 )
r1

Rn2 ,l2 (r2 )
LM
,
l1 ,l2 (r̂1 ,r̂2 )
r2

(4)

for total angular√momentum L and projection M. In Eq. (3),
A = (1 + P12 )/ 2 is the normalized antisymmetrization
operator, in which the operator P12 exchanges the electron
states (n1 ,l1 ) and (n2 ,l2 ). Owing to electric dipole selection
rules and the fact that the Be ground state is a singlet
spin state, A ensures the symmetry of the spatial wave
function under particle interchange, as required by the Pauli
principle. The angular part of Eq. (4) is a bipolar harmonic,

LM
l1 m1 l2 m2 |LMYl1 ,m1 (r̂1 )Yl2 ,m2 (r̂2 ), (5)
l1 ,l2 (r̂1 ,r̂2 ) =
m1 ,m2

which couples the two individual electron orbital angular
momenta l1 and l2 in the LS-coupling scheme, where
l1 m1 l2 m2 |LM is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and Yl,m (r̂)
is a spherical harmonic. In order to preserve parity, which is
a good quantum number, the orbital angular momenta of the
electrons in laser-excited states must satisfy (−1)L = (−1)l1 +l2
for interaction of the 1S ground state of Be with linearly
polarized photons.
We employ ten values of the total angular momentum L,
where 0  L  9, and note that Lmax = 5 has been found to
be sufficient in HHG calculations for similar values of the
Keldysh parameter [36,38]. For each total angular momentum
L, we use four pairs of one-electron angular momenta (l,l ),
i.e., for a given L and a given value of l, where 0  l  6, we
chose l according to the usual angular momentum and parity
selection rules and, to avoid redundancy, l  l . The discrete
set of eigenenergies for Be (corresponding to both bound states
and to pseudostates representing the continuum) are obtained
by representing the two-electron wave function as in Eq. (3) to
solve the time-independent two-electron Schrödinger equation
H (r1 ,r2 ) = E(r1 ,r2 ), where H (r1 ,r2 ) = h(r1 ) + h(r2 ) +
1/r12 is the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for Be, and h(r) is
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TABLE II. Energies of the 1s 2 2snl states of Be: (a) Ee (nl) (a.u.),
relative to the Be double-ionization threshold, and (b) Eeg (nl) ≡
Ee (nl) − Eg (eV), the single-electron excitation energy relative to
the Be 2s 2 (1S) ground-state energy, Eg .
(a) Ee (nl) (a.u.)

TABLE III. Resonance energies Edg ≡ Ed − Eg (in eV) and
widths
(in eV) of 1P doubly excited autoionizing levels of
Be converging to the Be+ (2p), Be+ (3s), Be+ (3p), and Be+ (3d)
thresholds.
(a) Edg (eV)

(b) Eeg (eV)

(b)

(meV)

2snl

This work

Ref. [64]

Ref. [65]

This work

State

This work

Ref. [54]

Ref. [55]

Ref. [58]

Ref. [58]

2s 2 (1S)
2s3s(1S)
2s4s(1S)
2s5s(1S)

−1.011 704
−0.763 455
−0.715 400
−0.696 848

−1.007 430
−0.761 190
−0.713 920

−1.011 850
−0.762 720
−0.714 570

0.000
6.7552
8.0628
8.5677

2s2p(1P )
2s3p(1P )
2s4p(1P )
2s5p(1P )
2s6p(1P )
2s7p(1P )

−0.816 742
−0.738 004
−0.707 162
−0.693 181
−0.685 547
−0.678 763

−0.810 060
−0.734 920
−0.704 370

−0.817 900
−0.737 610

5.3052
7.4478
8.2871
8.6673
8.8749
9.0596

2p3s
2p4s
2p5s
2p6s
2p7s
2p8s
2p9s

10.7120
12.1425
12.4934
12.8063
12.9067
12.9731
13.1019

10.9103
12.0918
12.5579
12.7911
12.9239
13.0070
13.0623

10.7068
11.9678
12.5339
12.7820
12.9219
13.0100

10.8890
12.1120
12.5710
12.8120
12.9440
13.0220
13.0780

531.0
174.0
77.00
47.00
29.00
16.00
3.000

2p3d
2p4d
2p5d

11.8325
12.4409
12.7294

11.8310
12.4374
12.7272

11.8623
12.4658
12.7570

11.8400
12.4600
12.7420

Ref. [54]
1
1
0.9

3s3p
3s4p
3s5p
3s6p
3s7p
3s8p

17.6370
18.8428
19.6757
19.8053
19.9362
20.0613

17.6640
18.8548
19.6524
19.8119
19.9117
19.9828

17.6441
18.7970

Ref. [56]
17.6844
18.8342

3p4s
3p5s
3p6s
3p7s
3p8s

19.7013
20.5111
20.7915
20.9211
21.0090

19.6687
20.4990
20.7951
20.9254
21.0163

3p3d
3p4d
3p5d

19.3830
20.3581
20.7022

19.3919
20.3556
20.6963

3d4p
3d5p
3d6p

20.1412
20.5967
20.9211

20.1120
20.6070
20.9317

Ref. [54]
5.300
185.6
17.10

3d3f
3d4f
3d5f

20.2891
20.7022
20.9913

20.1980
20.7268
20.9877

Ref. [54]
6.200
6.300
5.400

the one-electron Hamiltonian whose radial part is given in
Eq. (2). The multipole expansion of the electrostatic potential
1/r12 [38] is used to treat electron correlations exactly.
The field-free energy spectrum of Be is given in Table II.
With our choices of calculational parameters, we obtain a
Be ground-state energy of −1.011 704 a.u. in the absence
of a laser field, which compares well with the experimental
value −1.011 850 a.u. obtained by Bashkin and Stoner [65].
Our results for the singly excited states given in Table II are
compared with those of Bachau et al. [64] and Bashkin and
Stoner [65]. Our results display three-digit agreement with the
experimental results of Ref. [65], whereas they display only
two-digit agreement with the theoretical results of Ref. [64].
We note that our calculations included the polarizability αc of
the Be2+ core in our potential V (r) in Eq. (1), whereas those
of Ref. [64] did not. The dynamic polarizability of the Be2+
core is not expected to play a significant role, since for the
laser frequencies ωL we employ, the dynamic polarizability of
isoelectronic He is very close to its static one [66].
Our results for the doubly excited states are given in
Table III, where they are compared with those of Refs.
[54–56,58,59]. In nearly all cases shown, the agreement
between our results and those of these other theoretical and
experimental references is good to three digits. In Table III, we
also list the widths of the autoionizing resonances obtained
theoretically [54] or experimentally [58]. Our method for
solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation uses real
basis functions Rnl (r) and hence cannot provide information
about the widths .
B. Calculation of harmonic-generation spectra

The numerical calculation of the harmonic generation
spectrum is carried out as in Refs. [36,38], i.e., using the
two-electron wave-packet solution of the two-electron TDSE.
Since our numerical methods are described in detail in Sec. II B
of Ref. [38], we only briefly summarize them here by noting
the following four key points: (i) We treat the interaction
between the atom and the laser field within the electric dipole
approximation. (ii) Owing to gauge invariance, the HHG
power spectrum can in principle be evaluated using the induced

19.8059
19.9141
Ref. [59]
20.5000
20.8000

Ref. [59]
20.3600

19.7965
19.9141
19.9944

Ref. [54]
507.4
75.10
51.20
55.90
51.10
34.80
Ref. [54]
5.600
240.7
6.000
5.900
15.60
Ref. [54]
4.500
5.600
3.800

dipole in the length, velocity, or acceleration gauge. However,
use of either the length gauge or the acceleration gauge
requires accurate two-electron wave packets at either large
or small radial coordinates, respectively, whereas the velocity
gauge requires accurate wave packets at intermediate radial
coordinates. For this reason we employ the dipole velocity
gauge to evaluate the harmonic-generation spectrum. (iii) We
employ a moderate laser peak intensity of 8–15 TW/cm2 .
(iv) Owing to the low energies of excited states in the
field-free energy spectrum of the Be atom, we are able
to carry out our calculations for a range of driving laser
frequencies within which lies the fundamental of the tunable
Ti:sapphire laser. With these choices of laser parameters,
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Induced dipole dV(t), E(t) and A(t) (a.u.)

we are in the multiphoton regime and the ponderomotive
energy and the quiver amplitude never exceed 0.7 eV and
6.0 a.u., respectively. We find that calculating the induced
dipole in the velocity gauge within a box of radius r0 =
75 a.u. gives converged results for the HHG spectrum
of Be.
The TDSE equation describing the interaction of the Be
atom with a laser field in the dipole velocity gauge is
∂
i V (r1 ,r2 ,t) = [H + A(t) · (p1 + p2 )]V (r1 ,r2 ,t). (6)
∂t

A(t) = A0 f (t) sin(ωL t + φ)ez ,

(7)

where ωL is the driving frequency, φ is the so-called carrierenvelope phase (CEP), and T is the total pulse duration. The
peak intensity of the laser field is given by I = E02 , where
E0 = A0 ωL . Owing to the large number of optical cycles, nc ,
in our laser pulse, the CEP effects are negligible. Note that the
initial state of the time propagation is the field-free ground state
1s 2 2s 2 (1S) of Be and the norm of the wave packet, for the laser
parameters employed here, is always well conserved. Once the
time-dependent wave functions are obtained, the expectation
value of the dipole velocity operator dV (t) is obtained as in
Ref. [38], i.e., either in the original basis
dV (t) = V (r1 ,r2 ,t)| − i

∂
∂
−i
|V (r1 ,r2 ,t),
∂z1
∂z2

(8)

or in the eigenstate basis. The power P(ωL ; ω) of highharmonic radiation with frequency ω induced by the laser
field with frequency ωL is
P(ωL ; ω) = |d(ω)|2 , d(ω) =

i
ωT

T
−T

dt e−iωt dV (t),

III. HARMONIC-GENERATION RESULTS

In this section we present our numerical results, which focus
on the influence of the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) autoionizing
states on the Be HHG spectrum for driving laser frequencies in

0.4
0.2
0

-0.4
-0.6
-15

-10

-5
0
5
Time t (optical period)

10

15

FIG. 1. (Color online) Time dependence of the induced dipole
velocity amplitude dV (t), the electric field E(t), and the vector
potential A(t) for a 30-cycle flat-top driving laser pulse with frequency
ωL = 1.7346 eV and peak intensity I = 10 TW/cm2 .

the vicinity of seven-photon resonances with these two doubly
excited states. In Sec. III A we note some key properties of
these two resonances. In Sec. III B we show the behavior of
low-order harmonics as a function of driving laser frequency
in the vicinity of seven-photon resonance with these two
doubly excited states. In Sec. III C we examine the highorder harmonic spectrum and predict a remarkably broad
multiphoton-regime plateau in the HHG spectrum that forms
when the doubly excited states are in seven-photon resonance
with the driving laser frequency. In Secs. III D, III E, and III F,
we focus on the integrated harmonic power for the resonant
seventh harmonic and its dependence respectively on the
driving laser frequency ωL , the pulse duration, and the peak
pulse intensity.

(9)

where d(ω) is the Fourier transform of dV (t).
Toma et al. [67] found experimentally that resonance effects
in HHG that may not be visible for a Gaussian-shaped focus
can be observed for a spatially shaped flat top focus. We model
such a focus in our calculations by a trapezoidal laser-pulse
profile f (t) (as in Refs. [38,68,69]) that is ramped on and off
over nsc optical cycles and has a total duration of nc optical
cycles. In Fig. 1 we show the temporal evolution of the dipole
velocity amplitude, dV (t) [cf. Eq. (8)], for a driving laser
frequency ωL = 1.7346 eV [which puts the seventh harmonic
in resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state], an
intensity I = 10 TW/cm2 , and nsc = 8 optical cycles with a
total of nc = 30 optical cycles. One sees that dV (t) oscillates
with a period 2π/ωL = 2.4 fs and mimics the flap-top profile
of the pulse. It is in phase with the vector potential and out of
phase by π/2 with the electric field.

dV(t)
E(t)
A(t)

0.6

-0.2

We parametrize the driving laser by its vector potential and
electric field, polarized along the z axis, and defined in the
interval −T /2  t  T /2 as
∂
E(t) = − A(t),
∂t

0.8

A. Positions, widths, and lifetimes of the 2 p4s(1P)
and 2 p5s(1P) doubly excited states of Be

The odd-parity 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited
states (labeled for simplicity respectively by “a” and “b”) are
a
b
located at excitation energies Edg
= 12.1425 eV and Edg
=
12.4934 eV above the ground state. These excitation energies
are in good agreement with the corresponding experimental
values of 12.1120 ± 0.174 eV [58] and 12.5339 ± 0.077 eV
[55]. These doubly excited states have widths of a =
0.174 eV and b = 0.077 eV, which are respectively five
and two times larger than that of the He 2s2p(1P ) doubly
excited state, whose effects on the HHG spectrum of He were
analyzed in Ref. [38]. These two states are the second and
third doubly excited states in the Be 2pns(1P ) series (cf.
Table III). We do not present results for the first doubly
excited state in that series, i.e., the 2p3s(1P ) state, owing
to its very broad width ( = 0.531 eV [58]). Also, although
the 2pnd(1P ) autoionizing states with n = 3, 4, and 5 are
located at excitation energies in the vicinity of the 2p4s(1P )
and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states (cf. Table III), their widths
of  1 meV are so narrow that an extremely fine frequency
mesh would be required to observe their effects. Moreover,
they do not contribute significantly to the integrated harmonic
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power for the seventh harmonic of the Be spectrum that we
investigate below.
In order for a seven-photon transition from the ground state
to be in resonance with either the 2p4s(1P ) or the 2p5s(1P )
doubly excited state, the driving laser frequency should
a
have the values, respectively, ωares = Edg
/7 = 1.7346 eV
b
res
or ωb = Edg /7 = 1.7848 eV. Each of these estimates, of
course, is based on the field-free energies; it is not known
whether or by how much the resonance positions shift in
the presence of the driving laser field. We note, however,
that each of these estimated energies lies within the tunable
range of the fundamental of the Ti:sapphire laser. In Fig. 2 we
present a schematic diagram of the field-free singly and doubly
excited states of Be with the excitation energies above the
ground state and the lowest Be+ ionization thresholds clearly
indicated up to the energy of the double-ionization threshold.
The upward-pointing arrows indicate a seven-photon resonant
transition (with driving frequency ≈1.7346 eV) from the
ground state to the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state followed

FIG. 2. (Color online) Field-free singly excited (blue lines)
and doubly excited (red lines) states of Be plotted vs excitation
energy above the ground state. The gray region above the Be+
3d excitation threshold indicates higher doubly excited states and
excitation thresholds converging to the double-ionization threshold.
The (purple) arrows indicate an (N = 7)-photon transition (with
driving frequency ωL ≈ 1.734 eV) from the ground state to the
2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state followed by stimulated emission of
a harmonic photon back to the ground state. Note that three- and
five-photon transitions from the ground state are close to resonance
respectively with the 2s2p(1P ) and/or 2s5p(1P ) singly excited
states.

res
TABLE IV. Laser frequencies ωa,b
in seven-photon resonance
with the (a) 2p4s(1P ) and (b) 2p5s(1P ) autoionizing states of Be
a,b
a
b
res
= Edg
/7, Edg
= 12.1425 eV, and Edg
= 12.4934 eV)
(where ωa,b
res
and their harmonics, q ≡ qωa,b for 1  q  17.
res
Harmonic energy q ≡ qωa,b
(eV)a

2p4s(1P )

2p5s(1P )

q

qωares

qωbres

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17

1.734 64
5.203 93
8.673 21
12.1425∗
15.611 79
19.081 07
22.550 36
26.019 64
29.488 92

1.7848
5.3543
8.9238
12.4934∗
16.0629
19.6324
23.2020
26.7715
30.3411

a

Harmonic energies in bold are close to singly or doubly excited state
excitation energies (cf. Tables II and III); the asterisks highlight the
resonant harmonic order q = 7.

by stimulated harmonic emission back to the ground state,
indicated by the single downward arrow. By slightly varying
ωL to ωL ≈ 1.7848 eV, a seven-photon resonant transition
can reach the 2p5s(1P ) autoionizing state from the ground
state.
In the presence of the laser field, the excitation energies
of the singly and doubly excited states may be shifted.
Therefore, in this paper we vary the frequency ωL over a small
energy range in order to ensure achievement of seven-photon
resonances with the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited
states. As ωL varies, some low-order transitions become close
to resonance with transitions between the ground state and
some singly excited states of Be. For later reference, we
highlight in bold font in Table IV those harmonics of the
two driving laser frequencies in seven-photon resonance with
the two doubly excited states that are also close to resonance
with some singly excited states (see Table II and Fig. 2)
and some other doubly excited states (see Table III and
Fig. 2).
In Table V we compare the lifetimes of each of these
doubly excited states with the optical period of the driving laser
field at the estimated resonance frequencies. One sees that the
lifetimes of these autoionizing states are very short: each has
a lifetime equal to only a few optical periods of the driving
laser field, i.e., τ a = 1.6T0a and τ b = 3.7T0b . A key question
addressed in this work is whether such short-lived doubly
excited states can have an influence on the HHG spectrum
of Be.
TABLE V. Widths, a,b [58], and lifetimes, τ a,b ≡ 1/ a,b [60],
of the (a) 2p4s(1P ) and (b) 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states of Be.
For the field-free resonant driving frequencies ωares = 1.7346 eV and
res
,
ωbres = 1.7848 eV, the corresponding optical periods, T0a,b ≡ 2π/ωa,b
are also given.
a

(eV)

0.174

053412-6

τ a (fs)

T0a (fs)

3.78

2.38

b

(eV)

0.077

τ b (fs)

T0b (fs)

8.55

2.32
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Harmonic power P(ωL ; ω) (a.u.) [cf.
Eq. (9)] for the seventh harmonic (and its two nearest neighbors)
for four driving laser frequencies ωL that put the seventh harmonic
frequency 7 ≡ 7ωL below, above, and in resonance with the Be
2p4s(1P ) autoionizing state. The harmonic order is N ≡ ω/ωL and
the laser-pulse peak intensity is 10 TW/cm2 .
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 3 but for frequencies ωL
below, above, and in resonance with the Be 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited
state.
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B. Driving laser frequency dependence of the
fifth, seventh, and ninth harmonics

10

6

For values of ωL in the neighborhood of the two resonant
frequencies of ωares = 1.7346 eV and ωbres = 1.7848 eV and
for a moderate laser peak intensity of 10 TW/cm2 , the
corresponding ponderomotive energies, Up , are about 0.5 eV.
The corresponding Keldysh parameters, γ , are about 3,
thus indicating that the HHG spectra are produced in the
multiphoton regime, in which perturbation theory is valid
except near resonant frequencies. For nonresonant driving
laser frequencies, we thus expect the intensities of successive
harmonics to decrease with harmonic order.
This is indeed the case in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), and Figs. 4(a)
and 4(d) for which ωL is respectively below and above the
resonant laser frequency ωares or ωbres . But when ωL is close
to or on resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) autoionizing state, the
harmonic power becomes much greater than that of its nearest
neighbors [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Moreover, we note in both
cases the diminution of the intensity of the fifth harmonic
res
when ωL ≈ ωa,b
indicating that the fifth harmonic feeds the
seventh harmonic. Furthermore, in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), the
seventh and the ninth harmonics have comparable intensities
indicating additional strong effects which act to lower the
intensity of the resonant seventh harmonic and to increase that
of the nonresonant ninth harmonic.
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In Fig. 5 we present our results for the HHG spectrum of
Be up to the 29th harmonic for the laser parameters given
in Fig. 1. Four curves are given, differing only in the number
(from 7 to 10) of total angular momentum values L included in
our calculations. One sees that our results are converged. One
notices also that the peak harmonic powers display a converged
plateau structure with a cutoff located at about harmonic order
N ≈ 25. In the tunneling regime, the well-known HHG plateau
structure originates from rescattering effects and the cutoff
6

2p4s(1P)
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C. Plateau structure in the multiphoton regime
HHG spectrum of Be
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Convergence of the HHG spectrum of Be
[cf. Eq. (9)] as a function of the total angular momentum L by a
30-cycle flat-top shaped laser for frequency ωL = 1.7346 eV [which
puts the seventh harmonic on resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) doubly
excited state]. The peak pulse intensity is 10 TW/cm2 .

FIG. 6. (Color online) Plateau structure in the HHG spectrum
of Be. (a) Harmonic power spectra [cf. Eq. (9)] for two driving
laser frequencies: ωL ≈ ωares = 1.734 eV [which puts the seventh
harmonic on resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state] and
ωL = 1.85 eV (which is off resonance). (b) Spectra of integrated
harmonic powers AN (ωL ) [cf. Eq. (10)] for four different driving
laser frequencies: the two as in (a) plus ωL = 1.76 eV [which puts
the third harmonic close to resonance with the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited
state] and ωL ≈ ωbres = 1.785 eV [which puts the seventh harmonic on
resonance with the 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited state]. The inset graph
shows the lowest integrated harmonic powers on a linear scale. In
(a) and (b), the peak pulse intensity is 10 TW/cm2 . (c) Intensity
dependence of the plateau structure for laser frequencies taken at the
peak of the seventh harmonic resonance (see Fig. 12).
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(N+1)ωL

P(ωL ; ω)dω.

(10)

(N−1)ωL

One sees in Fig. 6(b) that the plateau structure is now much
more clearly visible, as is the position of the cutoff at N ≈ 25.
Results are given for four frequencies: ωares = 1.734 eV, ωL =
1.76 eV [which puts the third harmonic close to resonance
with the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited state], ωbres = 1.785 eV,
and ωL = 1.85 eV (which is off resonance). The first three
resonant frequencies all lead to a similarly shaped harmonic
plateau, whereas the off-resonant frequency does not. Results
for the lowest-order harmonics are shown in the inset graph
in Fig. 6(b). One sees that the frequency ωL = 1.76 eV
that is close to resonance with the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited
state (cf. Table II) greatly increases the magnitude of the
integrated harmonic power of the seventh harmonic. Since
7 × 1.76 eV = 12.32 eV, we note from Table III that this
energy is within one width of the position of the 2p4s(1P )
doubly excited state.
In Fig. 6(c) we show the intensity dependence of the
multiphoton regime plateau structure. The results in Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b) are all for a driving laser peak pulse intensity of
I = 1013 W/cm2 . This intensity is so low that the resonance
features appear at energies close to their field-free values. In
Fig. 6(c) we plot the spectrum of integrated harmonic powers
for six different peak pulse intensities and note that, as the
intensity increases, the resonance positions also shift slightly.

5×10-3
(a) 4s
(b) 5s

4
2

AN (ωL ) =

Therefore, each of the curves is for a different frequency ωL
corresponding to the maximum integrated harmonic power for
the seventh harmonic, as will be discussed in more detail in
Sec. III F below. The values of these frequencies are indicated
in the legend of Fig. 6(c). Not surprisingly, the magnitude
of the plateau increases with increasing peak pulse intensity.
However, the cutoff remains at N ≈ 25.
The position of the cutoff of the predicted multiphoton
regime plateau at N ≈ 25 requires a dynamical explanation.
Since the plateau only occurs when there is a seven-photon
resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) or 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited
states, we can consider the generation of the N th harmonic
to take place in three steps: (i) a seven-photon transition
from the Be ground state to the 2p4s(1P ) [or 2p5s(1P )]
doubly excited state; (ii) an (N − 7)-photon transition from the
2p4s(1P ) [or 2p5s(1P )] doubly excited state to the continuum
p state with kinetic energy kN2 /2 = N ωL − I0 in the field of
the ground state of the ion, Be+ 1s 2 2s; and (iii) the emission of
a (single) harmonic photon from that continuum p state to the
Be 1s 2 2s 2 ground state. We note that if autoionization [i.e.,
2p4s(1P ) → 2sp(1P )] occurs after step (i), the continuum
electron has a kinetic energy  = 2.85 eV; a classical orbit
calculation for a free electron in the field of the laser with such
an initial kinetic energy indicates that there are no solutions
for which that electron returns to the Be+ ion. Let us focus on
step (ii), which involves an (N − 7)-photon transition from the
doubly excited state to a p-continuum electron in the field of
the ground state of the Be+ ion. This transition, despite having
a quite complicated transition operator [involving (N − 7)
electric dipole operators and (N − 8) Green’s functions], will
include the overlap of the radial wave functions of the doubly
excited state and the singly excited continuum p-electron
state. Ignoring the complicated transition operator, in Fig. 7
we plot the absolute square of the radial overlap integral
|Rns |kN p |2 for n = 4 and 5 as a function of the harmonic
order N . Remarkably, each of the two overlap integrals has
a maximum for a continuum kinetic energy corresponding
to the N = 27 harmonic, although the values for N = 25

|<ΦkN p(r)|Rns(r)>|

occurs at the odd harmonic order N closest to I0 + 3.17Up ,
where I0 is the one-electron binding energy of the system
and Up is the ponderomotive potential. In the present case,
however, for the laser parameters in Fig. 1 we are in the
multiphoton regime with I0 = 9.3 eV and Up = 0.48 eV. The
tunneling regime cutoff prediction of the three-step model
for these parameters would be at N = 5 or 7. We note also
that plateau structures in the multiphoton regime have been
predicted by Frolov et al. [70] for the F − ion with the same
cutoff as predicted by the three-step model. However, Ref. [70]
noted that such plateaus only appear for Up  ωL . In our
case, however, Up = 0.275ωL , so that although we are in the
multiphoton regime, the parameters of the present problem
do not meet the criteria given in Ref. [70] for a multiphoton
regime plateau in the HHG spectrum. Finally, we emphasize
that the tunneling regime three-step model and the model
system described in Ref. [70] employ a single-active-electron
approach and do not treat resonance effects, whereas in this
work we treat the Be atom as a two-active-electron problem
and focus on resonance effects.
In Fig. 6 we analyze the plateau structure in the Be
HHG spectrum. In Fig. 6(a) we compare the harmonic power
spectrum [see Eq. (9)] for the driving laser frequency ωL ≈
ωares = 1.734 eV [on resonance with the field-free 2p4s(1P )
doubly excited state] with that for the nonresonant frequency
ωL = 1.85 eV. The effect of the seven-photon resonance with
the doubly excited state is to raise the peaks of all harmonic
powers N  7.
In order to enhance the visibility of the multiphoton regime
plateau, in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) we plot AN (ωL ) [38], the
harmonic power integrated over the energies from (N − 1)ωL
to (N + 1)ωL , at each harmonic order N :
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Absolute square of the overlap between
the radial wave functions of the Be ns state (for n = 4,5) and the Be+
continuum p state with wave number kN corresponding to the kinetic
energy of an electron after absorbing N laser photons.
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are close to the maximum. One may thus speculate that this
increase in the wave-function overlap as the harmonic order N
increases may compensate for the normally expected decrease
of the harmonic transition amplitude, at least up to the value
N ≈ 25. While this admittedly very speculative explanation of
the numerically predicted multiphoton regime plateau cutoff
at N ≈ 25 is certainly not definitive, it does indicate that a
relevant component of a more complete explanation has its
peak value at about that harmonic number. We note also that
a similar overlap integral of the radial wave function of the
continuum p state and the 2s bound state is monotonically
decreasing with increasing harmonic order N . This latter
fact may indicate that the three-photon resonance with the
2s2p(1P ) singly excited state is not the cause of the plateau,
but rather that the 2s2p(1P ) resonance serves to “feed” the
seven-photon resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited
state [see the inset graph in Fig. 6(b)], which does produce
the numerically predicted plateau.
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In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), the variation of the integrated
harmonic power AN (ωL ) for the third, fifth, and seventh
harmonics as a function of ωL are displayed for the same
laser parameters as in Fig. 1. Owing to the relatively broad
widths of the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states
(respectively a = 0.174 eV and b = 0.077 eV), the laser
a,b
± a,b )/7 over which these two
photon energy ranges (Edg
doubly excited states influence the seventh harmonic are
respectively 1.71 eV  ωL  1.76 eV and 1.77 eV  ωL 
1.79 eV. However, instead of two maxima, the curve for the
seventh harmonic [see Fig. 8(b)] exhibits three relative maxima
within the photon energy range 1.71 eV  ωL  1.8 eV.
The first maximum corresponds to seven-photon resonance
with the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state, and the third one
to seven-photon resonance with the 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited
state. The middle peak stems from three-photon resonance
with the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited state: as shown in Fig. 8(a),
this resonance greatly increases A3 (ωL ) as well as A5 (ωL ).
Also, Fig. 8(a) shows that the integrated third harmonic
power, A3 (ωL ), has a shoulder structure at ωL ≈ ωares and a
minimum at ωL ≈ ωbres , whereas the integrated fifth harmonic
power, A5 (ωL ), has minima at both of these resonant driving
frequencies. These minima may be interpreted as the feeding
of the seventh harmonic by the fifth and third harmonics. The
shoulder structure in A3 (ωL ) just above ωL = 1.73 eV may
stem from the combined effects of the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited
state and the 2s5p(1P ) singly excited state at these frequencies.
It suffices to note that the third harmonic strongly interacts with
higher harmonics, modifying their frequency dependence and
increasing their intensities. Moreover, the five-photon resonant
transition from the ground state to the 2s6p(1P ) singly excited
state (cf. Table II) is located just 0.07 eV below the 2p4s(1P )
doubly excited state and may also affect the intensity and
spectral shape of the seventh harmonic.
Since it is only the seventh harmonic that is in seven-photon
resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited
states and not the fifth harmonic, by taking the ratio of the
integrated harmonic powers, A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) (which defines

(a)
1

o

2p4s( P )

15

Ωres
7 =12.4934 eV

Ω =12.143 eV
res
7

1

o

2p5s( P )
Ω7=12.516 eV

10 Γ a=0.011 eV
30
Γ30=0.012 eV
b

5

1.7

1.72

1.74

1.76

1.78

Driving photon energy ωL(eV)

1.8

FIG. 8. (Color online) Variation of the integrated harmonic
power AN (ωL ) [Eq. (10)] with driving laser frequency ωL and a peak
pulse intensity of 10 TW/cm2 . (a) A3 (ωL ) and A5 (ωL ); (b) A7 (ωL );
(c) the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ). The vertical dashed and dash-dotted
lines mark ωares = 1.7848 eV and ωbres = 1.784 77 eV, at which
the seventh harmonic is resonant with the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P )
doubly excited states, respectively. Solid lines in (a) and (b) mark ωL
at which the third harmonic is close to resonance with the 2s2p(1P )
singly excited state. The blue arrows mark the five-photon resonant
transitions to the 2s5p(1P ) and 2s6p(1P ) singly excited states. Note
the scale factor in (a).

the enhancement of the seventh harmonic relative to the
fifth harmonic), the frequency structure of this ratio may
be regarded as originating predominantly from seven-photon
resonances with the two autoionizing states, i.e., the influence
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E. Driving laser-pulse duration effects on the ratio
of integrated harmonic powers A7 (ω L )/ A5 (ω L )

An important result in Sec. III D is that the resonance
features of the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states
on the ratio of integrated harmonic powers, A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ),
have quite small numerical widths for the case of our 30-cycle,
a
=
flat-top driving laser pulse. As shown in Fig. 8(c), 30
b
0.011 eV and 30 = 0.012 eV. The widths of these resonance features are thus an order of magnitude smaller than
the measured and calculated widths of these autoionizing
resonances (see Table I of Ref. [58]): a = 174 ± 10 meV
and b = 77 ± 10 meV, respectively. To understand these
findings, it is necessary to investigate the dependence of these
two resonance features in our calculated harmonic spectra on
the temporal duration of the driving laser pulse.
We note first that no doubly excited state resonance features
were found in HHG spectra produced by driving laser field
pulses having durations shorter than the lifetimes of the doubly
excited states. Thus, from Table V, we see that in order to
observe resonance with the 2p4s(1P ) or 2p5s(1P ) doubly
excited states in the integrated harmonic power of the seventh
harmonic, the laser-pulse duration must be 2 or 4 optical
cycles, respectively. In fact, in our calculations we have found
that evidence of these autoionizing states in the spectrum of the
seventh harmonic is very weak for pulse durations 10 optical
cycles. These results for Be HHG spectra are consistent with
our previous results for He [38], in which we predicted resonance features in the ninth, 11th, and 13th harmonics for a driving laser with frequency in the range 4.6 eV  ωL  6.6 eV
due to resonance with the He 2s2p(1P ) doubly excited state.
Owing to the relatively long lifetime (τ = 1/ = 17.7 fs) of
that doubly excited state, driving laser pulses with durations
of about 30 optical cycles were required.

20

Ratio A7(ωL) /A5(ωL)

of the lower-order resonance transitions to singly excited states
is expected to be minor [38].
The frequency dependence of the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) is
displayed in Fig. 8(c). This ratio exhibits two large maxima
a
with widths equal to 30
= 0.011 eV (for the first resonance)
b
and 30 = 0.012 eV (for the second resonance). The first resonance located at ωL = 1.734 eV (7 ≡ 7ωL = 12.138 eV)
is almost exactly (i.e., to four significant digits; cf. Table III)
at the position of the field-free 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state.
Its peak is symmetric and has a magnitude of about 16.
The second resonance has its maximum at ωL = 1.788 eV
(7 ≡ 7ωL = 12.516 eV), which is 0.0226 eV above the
field-free position of the 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited state (cf.
Table III). This second resonance peak is asymmetric and has
a peak value of about 10.
Finally, we note that the peak in A7 (ωL ) at the position
of the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited state near ωL ≈ 1.76 eV [cf.
Fig. 8(b)] becomes far less prominent in the spectral shape of
the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) [cf. Fig. 8(c)]. Similarly, the small
peak just below ωL = 1.71 eV in Fig. 8(b) also becomes far
less prominent in the ratio shown in Fig. 8(c). Taking such
integrated harmonic power ratios is thus an effective means
to isolate the effects of doubly excited state resonances from
those stemming from singly excited state resonances.

30-cycles
20-cycles
10-cycles

15

10

5

1.7

1.72

1.74

1.76

1.78

Driving photon energy ωL(eV)

1.8

FIG. 9. (Color online) Ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) of the seventh and
fifth integrated harmonic powers vs laser frequency ωL for I =
10 TW/cm2 and three laser-pulse durations. The dashed and dashdotted vertical lines mark ωares = 1.7346 eV and ωbres = 1.7848 eV,
at which the seventh harmonic is resonant respectively with the
2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states.

In Fig. 9, effects of the pulse duration on the ratio
A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) over the frequency range of 1.7–1.8 eV are
presented. We present results for three flat-top-shaped pulse
lengths: nc = 10-, 20-, and 30-optical cycles (in which the laser
pulse is ramped on and off over one-, two-, and eight-optical
cycles, respectively). One sees in Fig. 9 that the widths of
the resonance features decrease and their magnitudes increase
as the pulse duration increases. For better visualization, in
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) we present the same results as in Fig. 9
on a finer energy scale in the vicinities respectively of the
2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states. Moreover, the
results for 10 and 20 cycles are normalized to those for
30 cycles. The resonance features in the case of the 10-cycle
pulse, which are relatively flat in Fig. 9, are now clearly visible
in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b).
The durations and bandwidths of the driving laser pulses
for pulse durations of 10, 20, and 30 cycles are given in
Table VI for the two resonance frequencies ωares = 1.7346 eV
and ωbres = 1.7848 eV, where they are compared with the
widths of the resonance features in the integrated harmonic
power ratio shown in Fig. 10. One observes that as the number
for
of cycles nc in the laser pulse decreases, the widths na,b
c
the resonance features in the integrated harmonic power ratio
increase and are close in value to the laser-pulse bandwidths
a,b
a,b
nc . Moreover, the widths nc are always smaller than the
a,b
widths
of the respective autoionizing states of Be. The
ratio of smallness, defined as a,b / na,b
, approximately equals
c
a,b
Tna,b
/τ
,
the
ratio
of
the
pulse
duration
and the lifetime of the
c
respective autoionizing states. In other words, as the number
of cycles in the laser pulse increases, the resonance features in
the spectra of integrated harmonic powers become narrower,
so that the lifetime of the resonance features increases. We
note that Liu et al. [71] have investigated the laser-pulse
duration dependence of doubly excited resonance features in
the photoabsorption spectrum of He (cf. Fig. 7 of Ref. [71]).
Our present results on the pulse duration dependence of doubly
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Ratio A7(ωL) /A5(ωL)
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20-cycles (x1.85)
10-cycles (x9)

Γ10a=0.028 eV
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Γ20a=0.014 eV

5

(a)

80
60
40
20
1

Γ =0.011 eV
a
30

1.7

1.71

1.72

1.73

2p5s ( P)

1.74

1.76

A5(ωL) (a.u.)

Ratio A7(ωL) /A5(ωL)

4

Γ20=0.014 eV
b

(b)

ω7 =1.7848 eV
res

Ω =12.4934 eV
res
7

1.77

1.78

1.79

1.8

Driving photon energy ωL(eV)

1.81

TABLE VI. Numerical widths, na,b
[cf. Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)],
c
of resonance features in the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) for a flat-top pulse
having nc = 10, 20, and 30 cycles and a peak pulse intensity of
and bandwidth a,b
10 TW/cm2 . The total pulse duration Tna,b
nc
c
a,b
1/Tnc are calculated for the resonant frequencies ωares and ωbres at
which the seventh harmonic is resonant with the (a) 2p4s(1P ) and (b)
2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states.
anc (eV)

10
20
30

23.8
47.6
71.4

0.0276
0.0138
0.0092

a
nc

0.4

(eV)

0.028
0.014
0.011

Tnbc (fs)

bnc (eV)

23.2
46.4
69.6

0.0284
0.0142
0.0095

1.72

1.74

1.76

1.78

1.8

(c)

b
nc

(eV)

0.017
0.014
0.012

Ratio A7(ωL) /A5(ωL)

excited resonance features in the HHG spectrum of Be are
consistent with those found in Ref. [71] for doubly excited
resonances in the photoabsorption spectrum of He.
The increased magnitudes and the narrowed widths of
the doubly excited state resonance features in the ratio
A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) as the driving laser-pulse duration increases
(cf. Fig. 9) indicate a kind of stabilization of the doubly
excited states by the driving laser pulse, similar to that termed

Tnac (fs)

10 TW/cm
11 TW/cm2
12 TW/cm2

0.6

0
1.7
15

FIG. 10. (Color online) Same as in Fig. 9 but in the vicinity of
(a) the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state or (b) the 2p5s(1P ) doubly
excited state. The solid vertical line marks the position of the
maximum achieved at 10 TW/cm2 in (b). Note the scale factors
used in results for 10 and 20 cycles.

nc

1.8

0.2

Ω7=12.516 eV

1.76

1.78

Γb30=0.012 eV

2
1.75

1.76

(b)

10-cycles (x12.5)
20-cycles (x 2.00)
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1.74
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0.8
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1.72

2p5s(1P)

Γb10=0.017 eV
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1.75

0
1.7
1
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1.7
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1.74
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1.8

Driving photon energy ωL(eV)

FIG. 11. (Color online) Variation of the integrated harmonic
power A3 (ωL ) (a), A5 (ωL ) (b), and the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL )
(c) as a function of the driving laser energy ωL for three peak pulse
intensities. The duration of the pulse is 20 cycles. The vertical dashed
and dash-dotted lines mark ωares = 1.7346 eV and ωbres = 1.7848 eV,
at which the seventh harmonic is resonant with the field-free positions
of the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states, respectively. The
solid line marks ωL at which the third harmonic is close to resonance
with the field-free position of the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited state.

the “quantum Zeno” effect [72]. Namely, as the laser-pulse
duration increases, it continues to probe (or populate) the
doubly excited state with which it is resonant and also
stimulates harmonic emission, thus preventing autoionization
of the doubly excited state. Ereifej and Story have investigated
experimentally the stabilization of autoionizing states in Ba
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F. Driving laser-pulse peak intensity effects on the integrated
harmonic powers A N (ω L ), N = 3, 5, and 7

1.2

(a)

2s2p ( P)

1

2p4s ( P)

1

A5(ωL) (a.u.)

1

For a 20-cycle driving laser pulse, we show in Fig. 11
how results for the integrated harmonic powers, A3 (ωL ) in
Fig. 11(a), A5 (ωL ) in Fig. 11(b), and the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL )
in Fig. 11(c), vary with the peak laser-pulse intensity for
photon energies 1.7 eV  ωL  1.8 eV. The filled circle
(black) curves are the results for I = 10 TW/cm2 discussed
above. The other results are for two higher intensities:
11 and 12 TW/cm2 . In Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), one sees
that resonance with the 2s2p(1P ) singly excited state is
predicted for each of these intensities, with an energy shift
of the 2s2p(1P ) resonance feature that increases with increasing laser-pulse peak intensity. The ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) in
Fig. 11(c) effectively removes the effect of the 2s2p(1P ) singly
excited state, and clearly shows the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P )
doubly excited state resonance features, whose positions also
shift to higher energies with increasing laser-pulse peak
intensity.
In Fig. 12 we focus on the photon energy range in which
the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited resonance is prominent in the
integrated harmonic power A7 (ωL ). The results in this figure
are for a 30-cycle trapezoidal laser pulse and for six peak
pulse intensities. Results for A5 (ωL ) and A7 (ωL ) and for their
ratio are shown. Whereas the 2p5s(1P ) resonance feature
has its maximum magnitude in the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) for
an intensity ≈10 TW/cm2 [cf. Fig. 11(c)], the 2p4s(1P )
resonance feature in this ratio increases in magnitude up
to an intensity of 12 TW/cm2 [cf. Fig. 12(c)], whereupon
it decreases with further increases in peak pulse intensity.
As shown by Fig. 12(b), this turning point in the intensity
corresponds to a leveling off (saturation) of the magnitude of
A7 (ωL ) at and beyond 12 TW/cm2 , while the peak magnitude
of A5 (ωL ) continues to increase [cf. Fig. 12(a)]. Despite the
peaking of the magnitude of the 2p4s(1P ) resonance feature in
the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ), one sees in Fig. 12(c) that its energy
position continues to increase with increasing laser-pulse peak
intensity.
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1.7
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 12. (Color online) Variation of the integrated harmonic
power A5 (ωL ) (a), A7 (ωL ) (b), and the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ) (c) as
a function of the driving laser energy 1.7 eV  ωL  1.78 eV for
six peak pulse intensities from 8 to 15 TW/cm2 . The duration of
the pulse is 30 cycles. The dashed and solid vertical lines denote the
driving laser frequencies at which there are multiphoton resonances
with the field-free energies of the 2p4s(1P ) doubly excited state and
2s2p(1P ) singly excited state.

[73] for laser-pulse durations that were long compared to
the autoionization lifetime but shorter than the fluorescence
lifetimes of the autoionizing states. They showed increased
stabilization against autoionization owing to laser-stimulated
photoemission. In all of our results, our driving laser-pulse
duration is far longer than the lifetimes of the 2p4s(1P ) and
2p5s(1P ) autoionizing states (cf. Tables III, V, and VI).

In summary, we have investigated the effect of resonant
doubly excited states on the HHG spectrum of Be. Our focus
has been on the 2p4s(1P ) and 2p5s(1P ) doubly excited states
for driving laser frequencies in the range of seven-photon
resonant transitions to these states from the ground state.
Despite the fact that our laser parameters place our calculations
firmly in the multiphoton regime, we predict the appearance of
a plateau at the photon frequencies in seven-photon resonance
with these doubly excited states. This plateau is such that
the HHG power spectrum of Be increases in value by about
an order of magnitude up to a cutoff harmonic of N ≈ 25.
Since this plateau is predicted in the multiphoton regime,
laser-driven electron rescattering is not responsible for this
plateau. Rather it originates from atomic dynamical features
related to the doubly excited states as intermediate states in
the harmonic-generation process.
With regard to the resonant seventh harmonic, we have
shown that doubly excited state resonance features on its
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integrated harmonic power A7 (ωL ) can be isolated from lowerorder resonances with singly excited states by focusing on
the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL ). As the driving laser-pulse duration
increases, the widths of these doubly excited state resonance
features decrease and their magnitudes increase. In fact, the
widths of the resonance features are comparable to those of
the driving laser pulse. As the intensity of the driving laser
pulse increases, the positions of the resonance features shift
to higher energies. Over the range of intensities from 8 to
15 TW/cm2 and for a pulse duration of 30 cycles, the magnitude of the 2p4s(1P ) resonance feature in both the integrated
harmonic power A7 (ωL ) and in the ratio A7 (ωL )/A5 (ωL )
increase up to ≈12 TW/cm2 . For higher intensities, the magnitude of A7 (ωL ) levels off, while that of the ratio decreases. The
resonance feature due to resonance with the 2p5s(1P ) doubly
excited state induced by a 20-cycle pulse has a maximum in
the ratio at 10 TW/cm2 and decreases for higher intensities.
Experimental observation of our results for a Be gas seems
realizable for experiments employing a spatially shaped flattop focus, as in the experiment of Toma et al. [67]. All of our

predictions for the HHG spectrum, including the unexpected
multiphoton regime plateau, are for driving frequencies close
to the fundamental frequency of the tunable Ti:sapphire laser
operating at moderate laser peak intensities. Moreover, our
calculations indicate the optimal peak pulse intensities at
which the doubly excited resonance features are maximal.
These results for production of coherent harmonics via the
double excitation of Be indicate the key role of electron
correlations in this multiphoton regime HHG process.
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